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Goal of the research 
The operation management (OM) is some extent consummated through the 
implementation of scientific management methods such as TQC in the last 
century. But the OM stands being challenged under the fierce competitions 
because only orienting to the interior operation cost and quanlity chontrol 
solutions. What should to do?  The emergence of Enterprise with Inter-Regions 
and Mmulti-Subs (EIRMS) that make full use of the differences among regions 
and specialities produce giant advantages that competitors to chase. Therefore 
the mechanism and system of multi-subs collaboration operations have become 
the current focus in management practice domain. This research aim origined 
from the practice problem, not only reorganizes the knowledge and the 
attainment during studying, but also can unify with myself working practice and 
experience, finds valuable viewpoints and solutions that can practise. 
 
Method and Process of the research 
First, analyse the base of theory and knoeledgein including thehistory and 
knowledge evolutions of OM. Put emphasis on the relations among management 
theory, enteprsie surroundings, competing mode and technology development. 
Second, penetrate the applying process of enterprise resources during the 
development and competititon, analyse the organization sorts and resource 
deployings of multi-subs. The core results are the three modes raised that 
multi-subs how to design the organization and configure the resourses.  
Finaly, consider the IT factor which bring the revolutions and promotion on 
management systems, then the deployment principles and solutions of 
multi-subs enterprise were deduced under the IT context. 
 
Conlusions of the research 













inter-regions and multi-subs enterprise base on the OM knowledges and 
real-time enterprise methology.  Customized IT solutions complished 
respectively that adapt the three patterns of multi-subs enterprise, i.e. 
cost-collaboration, channel-collaboration, core resource-shared. Finaly, through 
the cases study the principles and value of solution were verified. From 
beginning to end the method that the theory guides the practices and the 
practices feedback to the theorys was carried out. The sorts of modelsa and 
corresponding deployment solutions of OM system, also the five cases, are 
helpful both to the enterprise and application providers.   
Structure of the article 
There three modules in this article, i.e. OM theory summarizing and 
anaysis, patterns and characteristics of multi-subs enterprise building OM 
system based on IT solution, practice cases. Limited to the time, about the 
design of competition strategy, resources planning and management and IT 
choice criterions and so on need to do more fining and reinforcing.  
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